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Abstract 
The article deals with two polar approaches to the literary translation – keeping the values of 

the source language culture or resisting to them. The article pays special attention to the analytical 
theory of translation attracting a good deal of criticism of translation theorists and experts. 
The article emphasizes that translations should feature the balance of polar strategies to be 
considered adequate. 
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Introduction  
To achieve translation adequacy, extralinguisitc or cultural factors, knowledge of the 

aesthetic function of the source text, and personality of the author should be involved in the 
translation process [1]. 

In this regard, the issue of translation strategies is still topical for both translation theory and 
practice. It is especially relevant for literary translation when the translator has to render 
emotional states, stylistic devices and structures. According to Buzadzhi, stylistic individuality and 
emotional impact of the source text (ST) have been often rendered by rote, without proper analysis 
of objective linguistic factors, or only taking into account external linguistic forms [1]. The issue of 
rendering cultural peculiarities of the ST has not been solved yet. 

The present paper aims at analyzing culture-oriented translation strategies. The paper is 
based on The Winnie-the-Pooh and all all by A. Miln translated by Boris Zakhoder and Vadim 
Rudnev who used polar strategies while rendering the tale into Russian.  

 
Results  
Researchers suggest various definitions of the ―translation strategy‖ where the key semes are 

a plan, a program, a method, a task, etc. 
Krings [7], for example, defines the translation strategy as ―a translator's potentially 

conscious plan for solving concrete translation problems in the framework of a concrete translation 
task‖. 

Seguinot [10] believes that there are three global strategies employed by translators:  
- translating without interruption for as long as possible;  
- correcting surface errors immediately;  
- leaving the monitoring for qualitative or stylistic errors in the text to the revision stage. 
Loescher [8] defines translation strategy as ―a potentially conscious procedure for solving a 

problem faced in translating a text, or any segment of it.‖ Jaaskelainen [5] considers strategy as, ―a 
series of competencies, a set of steps or processes that favor the acquisition, storage, and/or 
utilization of information.‖ According to the researcher, translation strategies are ―heuristic and 
flexible in nature, and their adoption implies a decision influenced by amendments in the 
translator's objectives.‖ Jaaskelainen [6] divides all the translation strategies into two groups:  

- product-related strategies which are related to what happens to texts,  
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- process-related strategies which are related to what happens in the process. 
Product-related strategies involves the basic tasks of choosing the SL text and developing a 

method to translate it. Process-related strategies ―are a set of rules which a translator uses to reach 
the goals determined by the translating situation‖.  

Venuti [14] indicates that translation strategies ―involve the basic tasks of choosing the 
foreign text to be translated and developing a method to translate it.‖  

Schleiermacher [11] gives the similar definition. He writes that there are only two translation 
methods: 

- approaching the reader to the author, 
- approaching the author to the reader.  
Schleiermacer‘s [11] extremes form the basis for two culture-oriented translation – 

verfremdende and einbürgernde. They describe two poles of how a translator positions a 
translated text in the target language (TL) and in the text environment of the TL culture. 

For Venuti [14], the domesticating method is ―an ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to 
TL cultural values, bringing the author back home.‖ In a domesticating translation, fluency and 
―naturalness‖ are prioritized. 

Venuti‗s foreignizing strategy is put forward in the aggressive monolingual cultural 
background [15]. Venuti argues that foreignization ― entails choosing a foreign text and developing 
a translation method along lines which are excluded by dominant cultural values in the TL [13]. 

Venuti [13] considers the foreinizing method to be an ethnodeviant pressure on TL culture 
values to register the linguistic and cultural difference of the foreign text, sending the reader 
abroad. 

In a foreignizing translation, the translator intentionally disrupts the linguistic and genre 
expectations of the TL in order to mark the otherness of the translated texts. Venuti writes, 
―Discontinuities at the level of syntax, diction, or discourse allow the translation to be read as a 
translation […] showing where it departs from TL cultural values, domesticating a foreignizing 
translation by showing where it depends on them‖ [14]. 

It is worth mentioning that Venuti believes that domestication and foreignization are 
heuristic concepts rather than binary opposites [14].   

There are some other approaches dealing with cultural functions of translation. Rudnev [9] 
who translated The Winnie-the-Pooh develops the theory of analytical translation comparing it 
with analytical languages. Analytical languages (e.g., the English language) have prepositions and 
auxiliary words to express their grammatical meanings, while synthetic languages (e.g. the Russian 
language) express grammatical meanings with the help of endings and conjugation [ibid.].  

Analytical and synthetic methods of translation, Rudnev writes, correlate as Brecht‘s theatre 
and Stanislavsky‘s theatre. If the later one makes actors think themselves into the part, and viewers 
– forget that the scene is unreal, the former one encourages actors being emotionally detached 
towards their parts, and viewers - remember that what is happening onstage is not real.  

The main task of the analytical translation, Rudnev writes, is to remind the recipients that 
they are reading a translated text [9]. The facts of language play in Miln are almost literally 
transcoded by Rudnev; the idiomatic expressions (Happy Birthday!, How do you do!, Hello!) and 
onomatopoeic expressions (Bump!, Crack!, Bang!) - are given in the English spelling or are 
transliterated into Cyrillic (Хэлло!, Бэби, ленч) or are combined (Winnie Пух), reminding the 
reader that the inhabitants of the Enchanted Forest speak a language other than Russian, that they 
are ―depicted‖, and therefore ―invented‖. Let us give extracts from the translation of The Winnie-
the-Pooh by Rudnev. 

 
"Должно быть, ты его где-то потерял", говорит Winnie Пух. 
"На помощь, на помощь!", кричал  Поросенок.  "Heffalump! 

Отвратительный Heffalump!" 
 
И пока он смеялся - Crack!  - с грохотом голова Heffalump'a ударилась 

об корень, банка разлетелась вдребезги, и на свет Божий появилась голова 
Пуха... 
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И прямо под Дверным Молотком висело объявление, гласившее: PLES 
RING IF AN RNSER IS REQIRD. А прямо под колокольчиком висело 
объявление, гласившее: PLEZ CNOKE IF AN RNSR IS NOT REQID. 

 
As shown in the examples, the translator preserves the foreignness of the text: he does not 

change the names of the characters, some English language phrases. The translator does not use 
the pragmatic adaptation, emphasizing the foreign origin of the text: some proper names preserve 
their foreign spelling (Heffalump, Woozle), some are transliterated (Тиггер), some phrases are not 
translated into Russian (Happy Birthday! How do you do!). Rudnev explains that he preserves the 
original spelling of some English words and phrases in order to make the readers remember what 
linguistic environment they are in.  

It should be noted that the similar translation strategy is found in Nabokov‘s translation of 
Alice in Wonderland by L. Carroll. Nabokov titled the work Аня в стране чудес, changing the 
name of the main character as Anya is more typical in Russian than Alice is.  

The synthetic translation of The Winnie-the-Pooh performed by Boris Zakhoder aims at 
making readers forget that they are reading a translated text:  

 
Как-то днем известный своим друзьям, а значит, теперь и вам, Винни-

Пух (кстати, иногда для краткости его звали просто Пух) не спеша 
прогуливался по Лесу с довольно важным видом, ворча себе под нос новую 
песенку. 

 
Пух потер нос лапой и сказал, что, ну, наверно, Слонопотам будет 

гулять, мурлыкая себе под нос песенку и поглядывая на небо - не пойдет ли 
дождик, вот он и не заметит очень глубокой ямы, пока не полетит в нее, а 
тогда ведь будет уже поздно. 

 
Под кольцом крепилась бумажка со словами: "ПАЖАЛСТА, 

ЗВАНИТИ, ЕСЛЕ НУЖИН АТВЕТ". 
Под шнуром от звонка - вторая бумажка: "ПАЖАЛСТА, СТУЧИТИ, 

ЕСЛЕ АТВЕТ НИНУЖИН". 
 
Zakhoder aims to create a text with the pragmatic effect on the TL recipients similar to the 

one the ST has on the SL readers.    
It is worth mentioning that in the Soviet translation schools synthetic method of translation 

prevailed.  
Two translation strategies – analytical and synthetic – suggested by Rudnev are similar not 

only to Venuti‘s strategies of domesticating and foreignizing but they are analogous to 
communicative and philological translation methods.  

According to Dobrovolsky [2], communicative translation is the most widespread translation 
strategy. It aims to deliver the SL message to the TL recipient using the linguistic means which 
meet the TL norms to the greatest possible extent. Communicative translation gives insight into the 
SL text however the text lacks some characteristic features of the author‘s style.  

Philological translation is a translation of a famous literary work or a religious text. 
It suggests thoroughly selection of linguistic means which correspond with SL features. It aims to 
create a text preserving all SL culture-specific concepts, strange characters infringing the 
conventional TL norms. Such deviations are considered to be an advantage of the translated text, 
rather than breaking of the pragmatic translation norm. Philological translation is focused 
exclusively on the ST. The translator does not try to adapt the text to the TL culture to meet the 
needs of the TL recipient. The TL recipient realizes that the text is a translation created in a 
different cultural context. The translation of the novel Germinal by E. Zola is an example of the 
philological translation. Among the well-known proponents of the philological translation, one can 
mention Jose Ortega y Gasset and Vladimir Nabokov. We need hardly mention that the philological 
translation strategy is applicable only to literary works.  
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Thus, if the translator opts for the communicative translation strategy, s/he aims to create a 
natural TL text. If the translator opts for the philological translation strategy, s/he has to find 
linguistic means characteristic of the ST.  

It is worth mentioning that these strategies are rarely if ever found alone. Even if the 
translator prefers the philological translation method, s/he cannot ignore non-standard 
characteristics of the text. It causes stylistic distortions, semantic shifts. Commitment to the 
communicative translation strategy is also unacceptable as it results in creating an entirely 
different text with a comparable plot.  

Another opposition of culture-oriented translation strategies is covert translation vs. overt 
translation. These translation strategies are also the results of different types of cultural 
recontextualization. 

Covert translation is dubbed as a case of ―language use‖, in which ―the translator tries to re-
create an equivalent speech event‖ that ―enjoys status of an original text in a new context‖ [3]. 
The translator re-creates this new context by the application of a cultural filter, with the goal for 
―true functional equivalence‖ [4], that is, aiming at giving the TL reader the impression that the 
text is an original and not a translation at all. The example of the covert translation is the 
translation of a travel brochure written for TL recipients. In overt translation, the translated text is 
strictly tied to the SL culture, or source-culture-bound.  

 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, I would like to say that neither of translation strategies mentioned above are 

found alone in translations. Quality translation is always a balance of the strategies conditioned by 
both the type of a translated text and the context it is used in. In some contexts, even a notorious 
хрущевка (khrushchevka, an apartment in a building constructed in the time of Khrushchev which 
has low ceilings, adjacent rooms, and a full bathroom) can be rendered into English as a separate 
apartment. However, in most contexts the translator should make a cultural reference.  
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